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BAHRAIN is 
set to get its 
own first-ever 

‘pocket forest’ as 
one of its leading 
environmentalists starts 
a grass-roots campaign 
to highlight the country’s 
status amongst 
other island 
nations. 

Budding 
eco-builder 
Kai Miethig 
is gathering 
volunteers to 
plant a ‘Miyawaki 
forest’ in Duraz 
village, located 
between Budaiya, Barbar and 
Bani Jamrah. 

“Miyawaki is a technique-
pioneered by Japanese 
botanist Akira Miyawaki, 
that helps build dense, native 
forests and involves planting 
dozens of native species in 
the same area, becoming 
maintenance-free after the 
first three years,” the 49-year-
old German architect told 
GulfWeekly.

Kai’s campaign to build the 
‘Hidden Treasure Garden’ 
comes at the heels of him 
being appointed as Bahrain’s 
ambassador in the Island 
Innovation programme and 
virtual summit. 

Island Innovation is a social 
enterprise that works with 
rural and island stakeholders, 
helping them overcome 
similar development 
challenges using modern 
technology and sharing best 
practices.

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com

COMMUNITY REPORT

Grow forest 
grow!

“Bahrain is a very unique 
island and I think it has 
a lot to offer, in terms 
of experience, to other 
countries, while learning 

from their 
challenges,” Kai 
added. 

“Of course, 
there are lessons 
from the ongoing 
Covid-19 crisis 
that can be shared. 
But beyond 
that, Bahrain’s 
experience with 

Islamic finance and ecology 
will also be of value globally. 

“I’m also hoping to 
learn more about cleaner 
shorelines and beaches so 
we can build a cleaner and 
more sustainable future for 
all of us.”

The proposed site

Kai has been appointed as 
the 2021 Island Innovation 
ambassador in Bahrain 
and hopes that his Hidden 
Treasure Garden highlights 
Bahrain’s unique eco-system 
while creating a lasting and 
living ecological exhibit. 

“Near the shoreline in 
Duraz there is a green path, 
which is 15-20 metres wide 
and 300 metres long,” Kai 
explained. 

“At present, this area is 
somewhat neglected and 
people have been dumping 
garbage there. Groups have 
done occasional clean-ups 

and we are hoping to build a 
lasting garden there.”

Miyawaki forests, 
colloquially known as 
pocket forests, have gained 
prominence across Europe 
and Asia in the last five 
years, after Akira, a Japanese 
botanist, researched, 
experimented and perfected 
the concept of creating a 
forest of native flora which 
attracts the original fauna.

Essentially a forest that 
may take up to 100 years can 
come to life within 10 years 
or less, while preserving a 
region’s original ecology. 

Kai, who has been living 
in Bahrain for more than 
15 years, hopes to gather 
Bahrain’s native tree 
and plant species for the 
kingdom’s own pocket forest 
in a month-long project 
starting at the end of January. 

On January 23, he, along 
with a team of volunteers, 
will be cleaning the area up, 
while segregating recyclable 
materials. 

A week later, on January 30, 
there will be an infotainment 
session during which details 
of the forest will be shared 
with volunteers, followed 
by a preparation session on 
February 6. 

Every weekend in 
February, volunteers will be 
working to trim palm trees, 
shred leaves for mulching, 
and exploring the natural 
area in the garden before 
planting the garden during 
the last three weekends in 
the month. 

Kai is hoping to gather a 
group of volunteers to make 
the pocket forest a reality 
and hopes to unveil it on 
February 27. 

For more details and 
to volunteer, follow and 
message @kaimiethig on 
Instagram.

A pocket forest 
being planted on the 
outskirts of Paris

Kai
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ENTERPRISING 
environmentalist 
Raheel Al Abassi 

wants to give saving 
the environment a 
second chance with 
her upcycling thrift 
store concept.

The Bahrain Polytechnic 
student’s ‘Second 
Chances’ idea recently 
took the top prize in 
the One% Challenge,’ a 
joint initiative between 
the university and the 
volunteering platform. 

“Second Chances will 
be a thrift store that also 
upcycles plastic – so we 
plan to collect unwanted 
items across the country 
and then use them to raise 
money for environmental 
and community charities,” 
the 24-year-old student 
told the GulfWeekly. 

“We will be selling items 
like toys and furniture at 
the store and I also plan 
to upcycle some plastic 
items like bottles and caps 
into furniture and pen 
holders.”

Bahrain produced 1.6 
million tonnes of waste in 
2019, according to Works, 
Municipalities Affairs and 
Urban Planning Minister 
Essam Khalaf.

Much of this is plastic, 
and while measures are 
being introduced to reduce 
this and recycle plastic, 
including a recycling 
factory for electronics, 

The treasure of 
trash

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com
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most recycling is actually 
‘downcycling,’ where the 
final product is inferior in 
quality or function to the 
original item. 

Upcycling is the opposite, 
whereby unwanted items 
are transformed into 
objects of greater value, 
either artistically or 
environmentally. While 
thrift stores 
are not a new 
concept, Raheel 
wants to create 
the first thrift 
store in Bahrain 
that emphasises 
upcycling as 
part of its ethos. 
“Waste and waste 
management have 
been a hot topic 
for some time 
now, and if we 
can all contribute 
in a way, such 
as dealing with 
secondhand items, 
we will be able to 
make a small change to the 
environment,” Raheel added.

“The concept and culture 
of thrifting is not that big 
in Bahrain. I am aware that 
there are thrift stores here 
– which I even go to – and 
these stores have been doing 
great for the thrifting culture 
but the more we introduce 
this concept, the more people 
will start to get used to it.”

The programme is still in its 
initial stages, and having won 
the One% Challenge, Raheel 
will now be connected with 
mentors to help get her 
project off the ground.

Environmental activist-
artists, like Victoria Teo, 
have upcycled plastics, 
making beautiful dresses and 
other products and Raheel is 
hoping that her thrift store 

Raheel in Egypt

becomes a central spot for 
artists and others to find 
plastic items to use in their 
art projects.

Raheel plans to start the 
idea as a digital platform, 
given the current Covid-19 
situation and is hoping to 
use the One% volunteering 
platform to attract like-
minded volunteers to the 
cause. 

In addition to volunteers, 
she is also looking for pre-
loved items that may be 
seeking a new home. 

“Starting off, the items 
would be stored with me 
personally, but as the project 
expands, there are plans of 
renting storage units,” the 
Information Communication 
Technology student 
explained.

“The upcycling will be 

We plan to collect unwanted 
items across the country 
and then use them to raise 
money for environmental and 
community charities.

mainly geared towards 
damaged goods that are 
received and based on the 
state of the item and the 
item itself, the upcycling 
process and end result will 
be determined.

“Hopefully, as the project 
goes on, we can work with 
other entities as part of the 
social and philanthropic 
aspect of the project.” 

The young 
environmentalist is no 

stranger to being the change 
in the world around her, 
having participated in the 
Bahrain Trust Foundation’s 
goodwill trips around the 
world. She also took part 
in last year’s regional 
United Nation Development 
Programme Youth 
Leadership Programme. 

To find out how you 
can contribute, email 
secondchances.bahrain@
gmail.com 

Victoria and her 
garbage garment
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Raheel during her 
goodwill trip in Egypt

Raheel
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Water safety is at the top of the curriculum 
at one of Bahrain’s leading private schools, 
as the American School of Bahrain (ASB) 

announced a collaboration with Royal Life Saving 
Bahrain (RLSB), writes Naman Arora.

As part of a holistic 21st century education, the 
ASB’s partnership with the charitable organisation 
will underscore a water safety curriculum that 
includes providing swimming lessons and lifeguard 
services to support its physical education and athletics 
programmes. 

“We are incredibly excited to be collaborating 
with ASB on this important initiative,” said Shaikha 
Nayla bint Hamad bin Ebrahim Al Khalifa, deputy 
chairperson of the Al-Mabarrah Al-Khalifia 
Foundation (MKF) and chairperson of RLSB. 

“Based on our research, 95 per cent of children in 
Bahrain do not learn to swim as part of their primary 
school curriculum. 

“We believe through this partnership we are able to 
train many more children and equip them with the 
necessary skills needed to be competent swimmers. 
Swimming is an essential life skill and it is the only 
sport that can save a person’s life.”

According to a report by the RLSB last year, more 

than 47pc of children in Bahrain do not know how to 
swim.

Under its pillar of community leadership, the school 
is also exploring plans to make its facilities available to 
schools that don’t have swimming pools. 

These schools would be able to participate in RLSB’s 
internationally-certified programme which is based on 
a combination of global best practice and local context. 

“We are excited to enter into a partnership with 
RLSB,” said Dave McMaster, founding director of 
ASB. 

“Staff and students at ASB are blessed to teach and 
learn in a world-class facility, and with this privilege 
comes responsibility. 

“We are very much looking forward to working side 
by side with RLSB to give schools without access to a 
swimming pool, an opportunity to help their students 
learn how to swim, and save lives in the process.”

RLSB and ASB will also be working together to 
teach first aid, training people on how to save lives and 
prevent drowning, made possible by the charitable 
organisation’s employment of certified swimming 
coaches and lifeguards to support ASB’s curriculum. 

For more details, follow @americanschoolbahrain on 
Instagram. 

From left, RLSB skills development executive Sameera Al Bitar, Shaikha Nayla, Dave 
and ASB marketing and community affairs manager Amal Darwish

Swimming and safety in sync

THINK Pink 
Bahrain’s Breast 
Cancer Society 

founder and president 
Dr Julie Sprakel has 
been bestowed the title 
of Professora for her 
impactful work over 
the years and for her 
National Breast Cancer 
Guidelines that are 
aimed at aiding those in 
need in the Middle East.

After completing her PhD at 
the University of São Paulo 
(USP), she was nominated 
to be interviewed for a 
professorship. Last month, 
she participated in a two-and-
a-half-hour interview with an 
international panel 
of experts from the 
UK, the US and 
Brazil, followed 
by an hour of 
questions.

Her work and 
efforts were so 
impressive that she 
was given the title 
of Professora.

“It was a great 
honour to have my work 
validated,” said Julie, who 
started the society in 2004 
to help educate people 
about breast cancer after her 
grandmother, aunt and mum 
suffered from the disease.

“USP is one of the top five 
medical universities in the 
world. They believed that 
my work had huge impact 
and I have my title now from 
the School of Medicine- 
Obstetrics & Gynecology. 
Very powerful and forward 
thinking to have me placed 
within this school, given 
they also have a School of 
Nursing which is World 
Health Organisation (WHO)-
accredited.”

The National Breast 

A proud moment
By MAI AL KHATIB-CAMILLE
mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com

COMMUNITY REPORT

Cancer Guidelines were 
produced and published in 
2018/2019. It was funded 
by Think Pink Bahrain and 
received by the Supreme 
Council of Health and the 
National Health Regulatory 
Authority (NHRA). 

The guidelines caught the 
attention of the Ministry 
of Health of Brazil which 
is looking at piloting 
something similar in Brazil. 

“I will head to Brazil 
for training on the 
RAPADAPTE methodology 
when the current situation 

improves,” she 
said. “Most of 
the training to 
date has been 
virtual but the 
same can happen 
in Bahrain at any 
stage with the 
support from the 
talented group 
that were part 
of the Guideline 

Development Group, the 
Multidisciplinary Experts 
Group and the team of 
international experts whom 
checked the evidence.”

According to Dr Julie, 
the publication is placing 
Bahrain on the map for 
having the most up-to-date 
Breast Cancer Guideline in 
the region. She has also been 
told that among the work 
published between January 
2018 and December 2019, 
the guidelines received some 
of the most downloads in the 
12 months following online 
publication. 

“Considering that the reach 
for this publication each 
year is more than 8 million, 
I’d say that’s impact!” she 

Dr Julie and Tahera Al Alawi, 
the Charity’s vice chair

added. “Also, its reach and 
endorsement has come from 
the European Commission, 
National Comprehensive 
Cancer Network, Guidelines 
International Network, 
Health Improvement 
Scotland and ERCI Institute- 
which is a Guideline Trust.

“The key to the guideline, 
and which could be done 
for many of Bahrain/
GCC- specific non-
communicable diseases, is 
that the methodology means 
not only is it successful, 
affordable and locally-
centred but it is also robust 
and internationally-endorsed 
with up-to-date evidence.

“It was inclusive of the 
patient and consumer 
advocates and many 
professionals across the 
multi-disciplinary pathway 
for a patient, from screening, 
diagnosis to treatment. 

“The conclusion to my 
PhD thesis was to not say 
‘more research is needed’ 
but to action one of the 
points of which was the 
patient-centred decision 
aids. This came about 
as eight of the clinical 
scenarios’ specific to 

Bahrain’s National Breast 
Cancer Guidelines that are 
patient-centred.”

The charity is also helping 
people make better medical 
choices through its launch 
of the first NGO supported 
Decision Aids that are linked 
to their iCheck free mobile 
application.

Think Pink: Bahrain 
Breast Cancer Society, 
which is registered with the 
Ministry of Labour & Social 
Development and is run by 
volunteers, also developed 
the first Arabic and English 
mobile application for 
Android and iOS. 

As for what’s next, the 

delighted Professora said: 
“Professionally, the next 
step would be a postgraduate 
but I have been studying 
for a long time and I’m 
currently working with and 
leading a team from the 
British Medical Journal and 
Stanford University on a 
high-impact publication. 

“I have two more papers 
coming out, which I 
supported, and these have 
helped my research index 
and in turn the visibility of 
the university. 

“I dedicated this work to my 
daughter – a future mother, 
wife and leader – to show her 
and other girls and nurses that 

anything is possible. 
“I had a great support 

system in the form of my 
husband and children, my 
friends and the Think Pink 
team. 

“Having inclusive 
academics – the likes of 
Professors Amy Price, 
Vincicius Pedrazzi, Zbys 
Fedorowicz, Helio Carrara 
and teams like Dr Nuha 
Birido, Dr Iris Brune Erber, 
Dr Amal Alrayes and Dr 
Houriya Kazim, leading 
breast cancer surgeons and 
specialists here in Bahrain 
and Dubai, has also been 
pivotal through the journey. 
They are people I can 
always check in with and 
gain support from. 

“It’s never one person, it’s 
always a bigger team and 
if we all pull in the same 
direction our patients will be 
better supported.”

No funds from the charity 
were utilised to support 
her academic development 
and it was totally self-
funded, including flights and 
accommodation.

For details, follow  
@thinkpinkbahrain on 
Instagram.

Dr Julie

Don’t forget to get checked

Think Pink App
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The Ritz-Carlton, 
Bahrain is putting 
the ‘fun’ in fondue 

with its range of meaty and 
cheesy dishes that oozes 
winter vibes and aims to 
keep diners feeling cosy 
throughout the cooler 
season, writes Mai Al 
Khatib-Camille.

The five-star hotel’s 
pop-up concept, the Winter 
Chalet, situated on the 
resort’s white sandy beach, 
offers families and friends 
a ‘magical experience’ 
complete with crackling fire, 
decadent smells of roasted 
chestnuts, mouth-watering 
Raclette and schnitzel as 
well as other dishes.

The Winter Chalet is the 
Ritz-Carlton, Bahrain’s 
take on an Alpine cottage 
in the middle of the city. 
Jeremy Canivet, director 
of sales and marketing, 
said: “Guests can enjoy a 
warm and cosy atmosphere 
while enjoying a sumptuous 
selection of food and 

beverage offerings, 
including specialty dishes 
like cheese Raclette, roasted 
vacherin Mont D’Or, and 
fondue bourguignonne.

“As the premier 
provider of unique dining 
experiences on the island, 
we believe that the Winter 
Chalet pop-up restaurant is 
an excellent addition to our 
gastronomic line up during 
the holiday season.”

A launch event was held 
last week with senior hotel 
executives welcoming 
members of the media to 
the cottage-like restaurant 
to sample the fondue fare.

The Winter Chalet is open 
until mid-February, from 
3pm to 9pm Sunday to 
Wednesday, with a capacity 
of 30 persons at a time.

Blankets will also be 
provided to keep people 
warm and advance 
reservations are required.

For details, follow  
@ritzcarltonbahrain on 
Instagram.

Magical dining in 
Alpine ambience

BIG-HEARTED 
individuals 
across the 

kingdom are giving 
the gift of warmth this 
season as they rally to 
donate cosy clothing to 
the less fortunate.

The Winter Appeal drive, 
a yearly campaign first 
launched in 2016, is run 
by a group of volunteers 
working under the label 
of ‘A Box of Goodness’ to 
provide those in need with 
items such as sweaters, 
coats, jackets, ear muffs, 
gloves, socks, blankets, 
woollen shawls and heavy 
linen.

“The donations will go to 
less fortunate families 
and individuals 
in Bahrain,” said 
Sri Lankan Malay 
Miranthi Dole, better 
known as Miro, who 
is the founder of the 
initiative. 

“The items collected 
are shared with both 
locals and expats to 
spread warmth during 
this chilly season. 

“Every year we 
donate clothing and 
occasionally heaters 
to those who need it the 
most. We also aim to 
support migrant workers 
who predominantly work 
outdoors so that they are 
given the necessary clothing 
to combat the seasonal harsh 
winds and chillier climate. 

A warm gesturePeople enjoying 
the Winter Chalet

Chinese fondue

Fondue

Cheesy creation

Savoury delights

Ariana packing up items for the 
Winter Appeal back in the day

By MAI AL KHATIB-CAMILLE
mai.alkhatib@gulfweekly.com
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“Many workers who face 
the cold working outdoors 
can often be seen in flimsy 
shirts, which is all they 
have. We aim to support 
them in any way we can.”

Clubs, businesses, 
schools and hotels such 

as the Westin City Centre 
Bahrain in Seef, Pure 
Yoga + Cycle in Hamala, 
the British Dental Centre 
in Nakheel Centre Saar, 
the St Christopher Junior 
School in Saar and the 
Bahrain Rugby Football 
Club in Janabiya, have set 
up donation boxes either at 
their reception areas or by 
security in support.

Donations will be 
collected until the end 
of this month, however, 
for those that would like 
to continue contributing 
clothing and linen can 
contact the charity directly.

A Box of Goodness will 

also be announcing its 
annual Ramadan Food 
Drive shortly. 

Miro said: “We will be 
announcing it soon in 
order to share dry food 
with the less fortunate 
that are fasting during 
the holy month. We will 
be collecting food items 
such as rice, all-purpose 
flour, oil, dhal, ghee, dates, 
noodles, milk, tea, sugar, 
green gram, chickpeas, 
hares, jareesh and any 
other type of dry or canned 
foods.”

For details, follow  
@aboxofgoodness on 
Instagram.

A Winter Appeal A donation box

Miro
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SPRAYING street 
artist Aref 
Mohammed 

Guloom, better known 
by his pseudonym 
Ayfu, is adding a 
touch of graffiti to 
footwear across the 
kingdom with his 
latest creations.

Ayfu has been busy 
creating unique men’s 
slippers painted with 
airbrush and spray-
painted themes in a bid to 
normalise graffiti in the 
streets of Bahrain.

“I have been 
experimenting on slide 
slippers, using some 
of my spray paints and 
airbrushes,” the 25-year-
old tagger told the 
GulfWeekly. 

“I do each piece by hand 
and every one of them is 
unique. It takes me about 
an hour per pair, and it’s 
been exciting bringing 
some of the knowledge 
and skills I have learned 
from graffiti into a new 
field.”

While Covid-19 
dampened the spirits of 

Slip n’ spray

A warm gesture
Alifiya provided 
knitted caps in 2019

A throwback of Fiona and her 
sons handing out donations 
a few years back

Another donation box

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com
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many people last year, the 
young Bahraini street artist 
used the time to sharpen 
his skills, redecorating 
streets across the kingdom, 
including Block 338 and The 
Avenues mall as well as food 
trucks.

Now, he is bringing that 
style to slide slippers. 

For each pair, he starts off 
by marking off the areas not 
to be recoloured, like the 
sole and the brand tag, with 
masking tape. 

He then uses his spray paint 
to colour some water with 
unique patterns into which 
each of the slippers goes for a 
few minutes.

After taking them out and 
drying them, he adds his own 
unique touches with brushes 
and air brushes. Each slipper 
is available for a nominal 
price. 

While painted slippers may 
seem like a strange use of his 
talents, Ayfu wants to pay 
homage to his love for hip 
hop with each pair. 

While a decade or two 

ago, it might have been 
unthinkable for rappers and 
hip hop artists to wear slide 
slippers, more and more top 
rappers are now stepping 
away from sneakers and 
sliding into the slipper game. 

The Wu-Tang Clan and 
Riff Raff are just two of 
the numerous artists to start 
selling slides featuring their 
artwork. 

The new project is Ayfu’s 
first attempt at becoming a 
full-time artist. 

He recently quit his full-

time job, having made a 
name for himself in the 
kingdom’s burgeoning 
graffiti community and 
plans to devote most of his 
time to the craft. 

Instead of sticking to art 
exhibitions and galleries, 
Ayfu hopes to make street 
art part of people’s daily 
lives, whether or not they 
are taggers themselves. 

He has also been busy 
training other up-and-
coming artists on the 
nuances of the art form. 
He has started the Art 
Attack Krew, a collective 
of more than 14 street 
artists, including Samar 
Bushehri, Salman 
Aljar, Fatima Mirza, Isa 
Mansoor, Çağla Akpınar, 
Hussam Ali Aradi and 
Sara Mohammed. 

He will also take up the 
role of a street art trainer 
at one of the kingdom’s 
performance art studios 
in the new year, hoping to 
train young street artists 
like him. 

For more information, 
follow @ayfu.official on 
Instagram.

Ayfu with 
the first 
pair of 
street 
slides

Sliding in for a soak

Ayfu

A pair of the 
street slides

Adding some 
final touches
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MotoringWeekly
The top motoring and motorsport news

BAHRAIN-OWNED 
racing team 2 
Seas Motorsport 

started off their second 
season with a bang 
as they led the pack 
from pole to podium 
during the Gulf 12 
Hours Bahrain race last 
weekend. 

The young team, co-owned 
by Bahraini Shaikh Isa bin 
Abdulla Al Khalifa and Nick 
Cristofaro, secured a first 
place finish with their No 
33 McLaren 720S GT3 car, 
driven by Shaikh Isa, Ben 
Barnicoat and Martin Kodric.

“I am lost for words,” said 
Shaikh Isa after the race.

“We have won the Gulf 
12 Hours Bahrain – our first 

Gaining 
steam

Racing action

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com

MOTORSPORT REPORT

endurance event as 2 Seas 
Motorsport and my first race 
competing with my team. 

“I am so proud of the 
achievement and cannot 
thank each and every 
member of the team for their 
efforts in taking the car to 
the finish line. Any victory 
in motorsport is special, but 
to win with your own team, 

racing alongside your friends 
and at your home circuit is 
the ultimate. I am absolutely 
delighted.”

The team arrived in Bahrain 
last month for some home 
turf testing and shook up 
their driving line-up. In 
addition to the No 33 car 
team, Edward Jones, Lewis 
Williamson and Dylan 

Pereira manned the No 7 car. 
“We ran a successful test 

programme with the 720S 
GT3, covering some good 
mileage and working through 
different scenarios with the 
drivers,” Cristofaro told 
GulfWeekly. 

“The team ran through 
a number of programmes, 
gaining valuable data which 

helped going in to this 
weekend.

“This weekend was our 
home race here in Bahrain so 
we pushed for a strong result.

“We have accomplished Pro 
line-ups in both cars but the 
competition on the grid was 
very strong and the race was 
a big test – for the car, the 
team and the drivers.”

The team had finished 
in the top three during 
its inaugural British GT 
Championship, putting up 
an impressive 125.5 points, 
beating out competitors 
Jenson Team Rocket RJN by 
just half a point!

Going forward, they plan 
to focus on consistency and 
reliability, as even during 
the Gulf 12 Hours, the No 7 

car was forced to retire early 
despite showing promise 
during the qualifying round. 

“2020 was our debut 
season, so every lap was 
important and we gained 
important experience of 
the cars, drivers, strategies, 
pit stops and how the 
championship operated,” 
Cristofaro explained.

“While the team is made 
up of highly experienced 
individuals, it was all a new 
experience, with a new car 
and new young drivers, but 
we got stronger with each 
race lap completed.”

The team’s next 
competition is the Deutsche 
Tourenwagen Masters 
(DTM) with the season set to 
start on July 2.

The winning trio

MECHANICAL 
issues, navigation 
skills and 

challenging driving 
conditions will not deter the 
Bahrain Raid Xtreme dream 
teams from conquering the 
Dakar Rally, writes Mai Al 
Khatib-Camille.

Nine-time World Rally 
Champion Sebastien Loeb 
and two-time Dakar Rally 
winner Nani Roma have 
been enduring gruelling 
driving in the Saudi Arabian 
12-stage extreme off-road 
race – taking on rocky 
tracks, vast open desert, 
tall camel grass and steep, 
uncompromising sand dunes. 

The rally also tested the 
navigation skills of their 
co-drivers and both teams 
have been impressed by the 
Hunter vehicles’ capabilities.

Roma said, “So far, I think 
we have had a good rally. 
Each day Alex Winocq and I 
work better together, and we 
are really enjoying it. 

“The stages are 
challenging, but that is 
Dakar and that is cross 
country rallying. Of 
course, the navigation has 
been difficult, and this is 
something we will try to 
work on for the second half 
of the Dakar. The Hunter has 
been amazing – it is the first 
time the car has competed 
in the desert and the 
performance is very good.”

The team had a rest day in 
Ha’il, which was stage six, 
before facing the first part 
of the marathon stage (stage 
seven) earlier in the week. 

The marathon stage is a 
unique aspect of the Dakar 

Rally. Split over two stages 
on consecutive days, the 
drivers are without the safety 
net of their assistance teams, 
and any vehicle repairs or 
maintenance will have to be 
completed by the drivers and 
co-drivers themselves.

Leaving Ha’il, Loeb and 
Roma had 737km of driving; 
284km of road and 453km of 
special stage, making their 
way to Sakaka. 

The rest of the Bahrain 
Raid Xtreme team headed 
to Neom, where the drivers 
would reconvene ahead of 
stage eight. 

Roma finished in Sakaka in 
10th with a time of 04:44:52, 
+22:53 behind the leader. 
The Spaniard is currently 
5th overall, +1:59:00 behind 
the leader. 

Roma, in the #311 Hunter, 

Test of mettle in desert
said, “The stage was not easy 
in the beginning; the sand was 
super soft in areas, so the fuel 
consumption was high. There 
was some tricky navigation 
and a puncture to deal with. 
But things are positive, the 
car is in good shape, and we 
are ready for the mountain 
stage. Alex and I are going to 
work on the car and prepare 
for the next day.” 

Meanwhile, Loeb bounced 
back after a challenging day 
during stage six, showing 
the skill that has made him 
so synonymous with rally 
driving. 

However, 30km from the 
finish, a mechanical issue 
forced him and his co-driver 

Daniel Elena to stop for 
repairs, costing the pair time. 

Arriving in Sakaka after 
more than six hours of 
driving, the #305 Hunter 
finished the day in 42nd, 
more than an hour behind 
the leader. This leaves Loeb 
in 41st, with an overall rally 
time of more than 40 hours, 
more than 13 hours behind 
the leader. 

Loeb said, “It was another 
complicated day for us. We 
started with a good rhythm, 
but the start of the stage 
had some rough terrain, and 
we got a puncture and then 
damage to our jack. After 
that we were going well until 
the end of the stage, when 
we broke a wheelbearing. 
But we completed the first 

part of the marathon stage; 
we will work on the car and 
be ready to go again.” 

The second half of the 
marathon stage takes the 
drivers from Sakaka to 
Neom, covering 709km, with 
344km of road and 375km of 
special stage driving.

The rally will conclude on 
January 15.

*Today, the Bahrain Raid 
Xtreme teams will be taking 
on stage 10, driving from 
Neom to AlUla. In this stage, 
while the hilly areas are 
breath-taking, the sandy 
tracks will require a lot of 
navigating.

For details on the rally 
and the team, visit www.
dakar.com and https://www.
bahrainraidxtreme.com/

Loeb and Elena 
repairing the 
vehicle
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THE third round of 
the 2000cc local 
championship, 

staged alongside Gulf 
12 Hours Bahrain last 
weekend, heated up the 
standings as the season 
crossed its half-way 
mark.

In the Pro category, Raed 
Raffii was able to get a good 
start in the first race, taking 
the lead in the opening lap 
and winning after 12 laps. 
Majed Himmo settled for 
second place 5.741 seconds 
behind and won the Novice 
category. 

Bahrain’s first woman 
racer to finish on the 2000cc 
championship’s podium 
previously, Martyna Al-
Qassab of Team Marte 
Racing, finished third in the 
novice category during the 
first race and second in her 
league in the second one. 

Her husband and team 
mate Ramzi Al Qassab also 
competed in the Novice 
category, finishing fifth and 
fourth in the two races. 

“Overall, the weekend went 
well for both cars and we 
managed to grab the extra 
points needed to position 

Racing action from 
the first race

By NAMAN ARORA
naman@gulfweekly.com

MOTORSPORT REPORT

Racing to 
the top

Team Marte Racing 
with their silverware

my car in second position in 
the overall championships, 
so with three rounds left we 
can register this weekend 
as a major step in the right 
direction,” Martyna Al-
Qassab told GulfWeekly. 

“We had some good 
wheel-to-wheel action 
throughout each race with 
our competitors. However, 
despite defending and 
battling for positions during 
each lap, it was clean driving 
by all and there were no 
incidents this weekend. 
We managed to have fun 
and walk away with no car 
damage which is vital as the 
next race is only seven days 

away.”
Raed Himmo won the 

second race with Raffii 
3.204s behind and Ali Al 
Mansoori took the Novice 
prize. 

Martyna Al Qassab, 
Andreas Buelow, Ramzi Al-
Qassab and Majed Himmo 
rounded out the second race’s 
classification.

With her feet planted 
on second place in the 
championship, Martyna Al-
Qassab is now eyeing the top 
prize with the fourth round 
on the horizon and set to take 
place on Friday.

“I could have made some 
adjustments which we will 

be looking into for the 
next round while Ramzi 
experienced a number of 
major technical issues on the 
suspension and differential 
which he just drove through.  

“We will be working with 
our technical support team 
managed by CoCo Car Care 
Garage and Abdulrahman 
Ghuloom, F1 Bahrain’s chief 
scrutineer, learning from 
feedback and data to see if 
we can get the adjustments 
sorted by the next coming 
race weekend.”

Al Qassab, who has been 
in the championship since 
2015, entered the new season 
with her husband, whom 

drivers are starting to show 
an interest in competing.

“We are halfway through, 
with four more rounds left till 
the end of the championship, 
so it is the objective to focus 
on each race weekend with 
every point matters,” she 
added.

“I currently stand in 
second place in the overall 
championship and first in 
my class championship so to 
try to hold on to the position 
will be a challenge as there 
are faster cars with more 
experienced drivers that can 
change the game, but this 
makes it all the more exciting 
with the right strategy being 
key.”

The BIC 2,000cc Challenge 
returns for another round of 
racing on January 15.

l Turn to Page 7 to learn 
about the Bahraini Gulf 12 
Hours-winning team!

she credits as the driving 
force that introduced her to 
the world of motorsports, 
continuously motivating her 
to pursue the passion. 

She is also finalising an 
initiative to promote women 
racers in the country and 
region as more female race 

Gearing up in the garage

Racing action from 
the second race

Wheel to wheel action


